
 

IDA BORCHETTA 

Shakespeare speaks about an England as a paradise: now there's pollution and air quality isn't 

good because of traffic and domestic heating. 

 

 FRANCESCO CELEBRE 

Shakespeare described England as a demi-paradise, a fortress built by nature, but after, the birth 

of factories has polluted it. 

 

LINA FALCONE  

The old England wasn't polluted but now it is so. This England is polluted and that is putting at risk 

man's life.  

 

 MARCO FEDERICO 

Once England was a demi-paradise, a fortress built by nature; now it's a chaotic isle, with much 

pollution coz of the industrial revolution. 

 

FEDERICO MARCO 

Once England was a demi-paradise, a fortress built by nature; now it's a chaotic isle, with much 

pollution coz of the industrial revolution. 



MARIO GIOIA 

In the old England there wasn't pollution or industries and the air was clean. Now there are many 

pollutants and the air's dirty. 

 

NOEMI IACCINO 

Before, environment was good, the sea and the air weren’t polluted; now pollution is growing, and 

the air quality damages human health.  

 

MICHELA INTRIERI 

England has polluted since 1800, because there was the Industrial Revolution. Now the air quality 

is bad. 

 

DANIEL NICOLETTI 

Once you could say that England was an “Eden”, but today, with this pollution, it has become  a 

land of “………..”. 

 

MARTINO PERITO 

The new England has many negative aspect because it has many factories, bat the old England has 

clean air because it hasn't factories. 

 

MICHELANGELO RIZZUTI 

The old England was clean. The new England is too much dirty, the air is unbreathable and the 

people have problems for pollution. 

 

 LIDIA SICILIA 

On 1500 in England there wasn't pollution, there wasn't traffic, industries and domestic heating. 

They didn't exist as today do. 



FERNANDO TARASI 

The old England was full of meadows and trees, instead the new England has industries and cars 

that pollute the environment. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


